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The presentation covers the use of IEC 61850 in the following integration areas:  
Distributed Energy Resources (DER), Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS), and 
Synchrophasor integration. 
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IEC 61850 is considered by many to be more complex than Modbus, DNP, or  
IEC 870-5.  There are several aspects of complexity to consider:  the complexity of 
implementing within a device, the complexity of system integration (e.g. user) and 
the business objectives/benefits that can be achieved. 
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The complexity statement, from vendors, is correct.  61850 is more complex to 
implement than Modbus within a device.  However, how does Sunspec solve the 
semantic standardization question? 
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For semantics they actually require vendors to use specific Modbus registers to 
represent certain IEC 61850 object semantics.  They claim this makes their inverters 
61850, but it does not.  By requiring certain registers to be used for certain 
information, it limits extensibility and could introduce future compatibility issues. 
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To address compatibility and integration issues, Sunspec has generated a 75 tab 
worksheet. 
 
This does not ease integration issue nor does it allow the IEC 61850 engineering 
process to be utilized. 
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In reality, Sunspec has chosen to decrease the implementation complexity, but 
increase the integration complexity. As an example, since specific Mobus registers are 
required, aggregation of multiple inverters into a data concentrator becomes difficult 
(at least the same registers can’t be used). 
 
These types of proxy/aggregation issues have already been solved using IEC 61850 
protocol and objects but would not be applicable for Sunspec. 
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Real business issues abound, such as integrating global fleets of DER devices.  E.ON 
and Iberdrola both decided to use IEC 61850 for this purpose due to the ease of 
integration.  The Wind Turbine controllers used IEC 61850-8-1 to convey the IEC 
61400-25-2 Windpower objects to the global control center and to the corporate 
historian. 
 
Using IEC 61850, they have been able to integrate 100+ wind turbines in less than 3 
days of effort. 
 
Both organizations used IEC 61850, but their implementation architectures were 
different. 
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Both solutions used IEC 61850, and its semantics, as the foundation of how to 
organize its analysis, calculations, and to some degree business processes.  The 
implementation strategies turned IEC 61850 into actionable information for the 
corporation and therefore solved many of the business and integration issues facing 
such distributed asset resources. 
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In 2005, Grant County PUD decided to benchmark the integration effort of DNP vs IEC 
61850 (they used UCA).  Their choice of protocol, prior to this benchmark, was DNP.  
The benchmark showed large integration and life cycle savings using IEC 61850 (this 
was prior to the availability of SCL) and cause a them to adopt IEC 61850 for all future 
substations. 
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A couple of utilities in California have adopted 61850 for several different 
applications.  Primarily, the applications are WAMPAC and FACTS related but using 
61850 for synchrophasors (IEC 61850-90-5) and GOOSE over from substation to 
control center for C-RAS.  The C-RAS project actually uses the concepts of CIM and 
61850 harmonization. 
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At Pacific Gas and Electric, there was a decision to use IEC 61850-90-5 to convey 
synchrophasor information instead of IEEE C37.118.2.  Alstom, OpenDPC, and GE all 
implemented the protocol.  The reasons for this choice are on the next slide. 
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Another large California utility uses IEC 61850 GOOSE over wide are networks to 
provide Wide Area Monitoring and Protection And Control (WAMPAC) for a 
Centralized Remedial Action Scheme (C-RAS). 
 
The operational time allotment is 50 msec roundtrip (detection of I/O change by 
relay, communication to the central controllers, controller decision, communication 
of the decision/operation to the relays, and start of action by the relays).  This leaves 
approximately  4 msec of controller processing time budget. 
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There was also a requirement that the system have an availability of 99.9999.  This 
was accomplished through a dual triple redundant active-active system (3 pairs of 
redundant controllers being active in both A & B control centers). 
 
In normal RAS schemes, if a A side relay is offline, the A side RAS is typically offline as 
well since it doesn’t have the required inputs for processing.  However, since GOOSE 
is a multicast protocol, the central controllers can make use of the B side information 
if an A side relay is not available thus increasing overall system availability and 
integrity. 
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The C-RAS system has several different traffic scenarios. The graph shows the number 
of GOOSE messages per/minute for the 4 scenarios.  The 4 msec decision metric is 
met for all but the catastrophic scenario where it is only required that the controllers 
do not crash. 
 
The design of the GOOSE exchanges utilize both high and low priority messaging.  
Low priority messages are analog measurements whereas the high priority convey 
digital state changes (e.g. switch and circuit breaker status). 
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In order to configure a system of this scale, manual configuration is not viable.  
Therefore, the CIM model of the EMS was extended to model the extensions required 
for C-RAS. 
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The configuration process starts with the EMS providing the typical EMS CIM model.  
The 61850 SCL files are used to create IEDs and measurements in the C-RAS CIM 
model.  A CIM XML file is produced which includes the 61850 measurements , IEDs, 
and C-RAS extensions.  This file is imported by the EMS and is used to configure the 
acquisition system for the EMS->CRAS and to automatically generate displays. 
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